Terms and Conditions

- Only Valid for Taxi Driver with valid TVDL issued by Land Transport Authority.
- Present the staff pass from the valid Singapore Registered Taxi Companies.
- Valid for single same day admission to Singapore Zoo, River Safari, Jurong Bird Park and Night Safari.
- Admission are ala carte and NOT inclusive of tram rides (except for Night Safari and Reservoir Cruise for River Safari)
- River Safari admission ticket includes River Safari Cruise. Amazon River Quest boat ride is payable separately.
- Singapore Zoo admission ticket does not include tram rides which are payable separately.
- Admission is personal to the registered person and is non-transferable.
- Applicable only onsite exchange of complimentary admission.
- Unauthorized duplication or sale of ticket is prohibited.
- The Management of Wildlife Reserves Singapore reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions without prior notice.
- Complimentary Admission exchanged are not exchangeable for cash or kind.
- Park admission is at ticket holder’s own risk. WRS Group will not be responsible for any loss, damage or injury sustained by the ticket holder while in the park. Any assistance provided by WRS Group shall not be construed as admission of liability.
- WRS Group may take photographs/recordings of any park visitor, and use any photographs, recordings or any other media records (including those displaying the image of the visitor), for any legitimate purpose, including WRS Group’s commercial advertising, promotion and/or marketing, without prior approval or compensation.
- In the event of dispute, WRS Group electronic records shall prevail.
- The Management of WRS Group reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions without prior notice.
- Other general terms and conditions apply